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Structure of the DVD

1._ INTRODUCTION

VORTEX is a DVD made of seven audiovisual pieces that shows as one 
the transformation of the urban landscape, and the presence of the illusion in 
our everyday life an a leitmotif.

This peaces use the city camouflage as their set design space, trying to 
show the relationship between what is real and it’s representation.It is also an 
audiovisual essay about the possible combinations between the different pieces 
that are in the  DVD, giving the possibility to the user/viewer to contemplate the 
work in a different order every time.



2._ DESCRIPTION

VORTICE is an experimental DVD who pretends that the user - viewer can navigate 
arround the different audiovisual pieces that take place on the work, As an analogy, to 
try to explain the use of the work better, the perfect match could be RAYUELA, the book 
of Julio Cortazar enlighting could be to take a look at the playful work "Rayuela o matic" 
that belongs to " la vuel ta al  día en 80 mundos" by the same author.

VORTICE includes in it seven different audiovisual pieces that talk about the relation 
ships between reality and representation et our everyday landscape, using as an estetic 
unifying string tecnics from movies, painting and set designes.VORTEX recycles some 
technical resources that have been used along films history as the use of painted 
background,  and eye t r icks ,  product  o f  sca le  escenography and so.

Screenshots of the pieces



3._SUBSTANTIATION

I use the word VORTEX as a referent for the work, because it means in itself with accuracy 
the kind of visual surgery that take place in this project. 	

VORTEX can be any kind of circular flow (that goes around), that has voracity. An 
example for this can be the fluid’s dynamics and aeronautics. In general words, the work 
it is  about the process that can be almost invisible to the human eye. VORTEX it is also 
used to define the threshold to travel to one place to another, or from one time to another 
(like in science fiction movies).	

In this project, I try to show the audiovisual imaginary to what I call “landscapes 
vortex”.  For this I use everyday situations,, filled with visual layers, playing around between 
reality and representation of those realities. This are situations and places filled with 
ambiguity, where it is possible to see those places transformations, the landscapes 
disguises, the urban camouflage and peoples relation with it’s contemporary environment. 
I work with the idea of taking reality as a big alive stage scene, so the shoots inside the 
peace sometimes are worked over, and sometimes are just fiction.	

This project is hybrid, because inside it there is the reminder between arts, tecnics 
and different languages. I believe in the several possibilities  of the new  media that serge 
other visual conception methods, and that they redefine themselves taking in special 
consideration the history of each art form. I like the art work  that looks for the essential 
relationships between languages, and that’s why I choose each one to have a meaning 
and cooperates from its own self.
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3._ TECHNICAL DATA

VORTEX DVD
Total Length DVD: 20 min

CONTENT:
4 Menus

7 audiovisual pieces

WRITER AND DIRECTOR: Marcelo Fica / CAST: Pablo Serqueira, 
Sarah Becker / CINEMATOGRAPHY AND CAMERA: Pedro Olivari 

ART DESIGN : Francisca Kelter / COSTUME DESIGNER and MAKE 
UP: Francisca Kelter / SOUND EDITOR: Daniel Cerda and Marcelo 
Fica / FILM EDITING: Marcelo Fica  / PRODUCTION ASSISTANT : 

Eugenio Menéndez  
ASSISTANT CAMERA: Andrés Jordán / ASSISTANTS : Gonzalo Latoja 

and Daniel Cerda.  

PRODUCED BY: 
Marcelo Fica and Francisca Kelter


